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a b s t r a c t
Knowledge graph reasoning aims to find the missing links in knowledge graphs and is an important
fundamental task. Existing methods mostly reason end-to-end and ignore the prior knowledge in the
knowledge graph. In this paper, we attempt to mine prior knowledge from the knowledge graph based
on counterfactuals and to use the prior knowledge to enhance the model. Specifically, we begin by
constructing counterfactuals to assign a weight for each relation as prior knowledge and then perform
reasoning based on both prior knowledge and reinforcement learning. This approach combines the
advantages of prior knowledge and neural networks. Experiments on three large datasets show that
the prior knowledge extracted from counterfactuals is effective in improving the multi-hop reasoning
model. Prior knowledge also has the advantage of being path-length independent, which mitigates the
performance degradation in multi-hop reasoning when the reasoning path is excessively long.
© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

‘‘born in, located in’’ is consistent with the relation ‘‘nationality’’
in the query. Thus the missing link (Kurt Cobain, nationality,

Knowledge graphs provide a solid foundation for various
downstream artificial intelligence tasks, such as language modeling [1], question answering [2], and machine reading comprehension [3]. However, even massive knowledge graphs suffer
from the problem of incompleteness, which harms downstream
applications [4]. Therefore, knowledge graph reasoning is an
important task to address this problem, as it discovers missing
links in knowledge graphs.
We situate our study in multi-hop reasoning, which aims to
reason based on paths in a knowledge graph. For an incomplete
query (hq , rq , ? ), paths starting from hq are formed by connecting
the edges of the knowledge graph. The semantic information of
the path is generally assumed to be consistent with the semantics of the query relation rq . Fig. 1 shows an example. For the
head entity ‘‘Kurt Cobain’’ and relation ‘‘nationality’’, to learn the
tail entity ‘‘United States’’ that satisfies the query (Kurt Cobain,
nationality, ?), multi-hop reasoning models find two links in the
knowledge graph: (Kurt Cobain, born in, Washington) and (Washington, located in, United States). The semantic relation path

United States) is learned from the path ‘‘Kurt Cobain −−−→
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born in

located in

Washington −
−−−−→ United States’’.
In multi-hop reasoning, at each entity, the importance of each
candidate edge to the target relation is different when selecting
the edges that make up the path. For example, in Fig. 1, for the
target relation ‘‘nationality’’, at the entity ‘‘Kurt Cobain’’, humans
can easily tell that it is better to choose the edge ‘‘born in’’
than ‘‘member of’’ to construct a path that matches the target
relationship ‘‘nationality’’. Existing methods choose edges based
on neural networks and conduct end-to-end training directly
without in-depth exploration of the knowledge graph. In this
paper, we show that we can mine the prior knowledge of which
edge is preferred by constructing counterfactuals. This method
can improve the reasoning performance if introduced into the
existing multi-hop reasoning model.
Counterfactuals are used to discover causal effects by discussing what would have occurred under different circumstances.
In this paper, we use the idea of a counterfactual to determine the
weights of relationships. For example, for the path ‘‘film subject
→ film country’’ with the relation ‘‘person nationality’’, if we
change the second relation from ‘‘film country’’ to ‘‘film language’’
and keep the rest of the path the same, the relation between entities changes from ‘‘person nationality’’ to ‘‘people language’’. We
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Fig. 1. An example of multi-hop reasoning. The query relation ‘‘nationality’’ finds the path with the relation ‘‘born in, located in’’, which is consistent with the
relation ‘‘nationality’’. The path leads to the missing tail entity ‘‘United States’’.

Knowledge graph reasoning aims to reason about new facts based
on an existing knowledge graph. Traditional approaches use simple rules or statistical features to reason on knowledge graphs.
The reasoning module within the Never-Ending Language Learning system (NELLs) [6] uses a first-order relational learning algorithm for reasoning. It first learns probabilistic rules, which
are then filtered by humans, and brings in specific entities to
instantiate the rules and learn new relational instances.
However, the ability of most reasoning methods based on
probabilistic logic is limited by the size of the database. Personalized PageRank (ProPPR) [7] presents a first-order probabilistic method that can be constructed in real time, independent
of size. The system reasons based on a personalized PageRank
process over the proof constructed by Prolog’s SLD resolution
theorem-prover [7].
Inspired by the differentiable logic of TensorLog [8], NeuralLP [9] is proposed to be trained end-to-end differentially, combining the parameter and structure learning of first-order logical
rules. Although this method is capable of learning differentiable
rules in continuous space and has performed well in experiments,
the computational resource demands are substantial.
The rule-based approach can be further combined with rules
obtained manually. [10] proposed a Markov logic-based system to
apply a Markov logic network [11] to knowledge graph reasoning.
A MLN consists of weighted first-order logic rules, combining
first-order logic and probabilistic graphical models.
Methods based on rules or statistical features perform reasoning in discrete spaces with poor computability and poor generalization capability. As a result of these problems, reasoning methods based on distributed embeddings have received considerable
attention.

assume that ‘‘film language’’ is important for ‘‘people language’’
and that ‘‘film country’’ is important for ‘‘person nationality’’. In
this way, we try to capture the importance of different relations.
Specifically, we propose a module to extract prior knowledge
based on counterfactuals and then use the extracted knowledge
to enhance multi-hop reasoning. For the query (h, r , ? ), to find
the tail entity t, our prior knowledge extraction module attempts
to determine how much each relation contributes to semantic
r while forming the path. This knowledge is obtained by statistically comparing the reasoning path with its counterfactuals.
Later, in the reinforcement learning-based reasoning process, we
start from the head entity h and transit to the tail entity by
selecting an edge at each step. While choosing edges, we prefer
to directly select the edge with the greatest weight based on
prior knowledge. The neural network is used to choose edges only
when the weights of the edges are all small.
To evaluate our model, we perform a link prediction experiment on three large benchmarks, WN18RR [4], NELL-995 [5]
and FB15k-237 [4]. We use the metrics Hits@N, MRR, and MAP
to assess the performance. Our approach achieves general improvements in effectiveness over traditional multi-hop reasoning
methods that rely only on neural networks. Further experiments
demonstrate the validity of the extracted prior knowledge. Additionally, since prior knowledge is independent of the reasoning
path, its introduction can alleviate the limitation of the path
length on the model effect.
Our contributions are threefold:

• We propose a method for extracting prior knowledge based
on counterfactuals. We focus on mining the semantic contribution of each relation to the path of the query relation.
Experiments show that this method is valid.
• We propose a multi-hop reasoning model by combining
the extracted prior knowledge and reinforcement learning
neural networks. This model can efficiently scale up to large
knowledge graphs and outperforms existing methods.
• Our approach can overcome the problem of information
loss for long reasoning paths to some extent since prior
knowledge is not affected by the path length.

2.2. Multi-hop reasoning
Existing knowledge graph reasoning methods can be broadly
divided into two categories: embedding-based reasoning and
multi-hop reasoning. Embedding-based reasoning, which is also
referred to as representation learning, uses separate triples to
infer missing links in the knowledge graph by learning the representations of entities and relations. In this paper, we use some
classic embedding-based methods, such as TransE [12], TransR
[13], ComplEx [14], ConvE [4], and DistMult [15], as baseline
methods. These methods cannot make use of more complex patterns such as paths, and extra knowledge is difficult to introduce
to these methods.
Multi-hop reasoning, which relies on paths in the knowledge
graph, was proposed to improve interpretability. PRA [16] was
the first method proposed for multi-hop reasoning. PRA first
finds a series of bounded-length paths by random walking, then
combines the relational features of the paths, and finally uses a logistic regression model for inference. The approach demonstrates

Our paper is structured as follows. We discuss the related
work in Section 2. The details of our model are provided in Section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental settings and results.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.
2. Related work
2.1. Knowledge graph reasoning
With the emergence of knowledge graphs, knowledge reasoning for knowledge graphs has attracted considerable attention
as a fundamental service to support downstream applications.
2
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Fig. 2. Prior knowledge extraction module based on counterfactuals. For relation r0 and triple (h, r0 , t0 ), if we replace the relation r2 on the path to r0 , the relation
changes from r0 to r6 . This indicates that r2 is important for the path of r0 . We weight each relationship statistically based on these path pairs and record them as
a dictionary, i.e., the extracted prior knowledge.

3. Methodology

that the paths in the knowledge graph can be used to reason
about missing links. However, its generalization ability is poor
since it is performed in discrete space.
DeepPath [5] and MINERVA [17] perform multi-hop reasoning
using reinforcement learning. They frame paths as Markov decision processes and solve the problem using the REINFORCE [18]
algorithm. RL-based models can control the properties of the
discovered paths and have good generalization capabilities.
AttnPath [19] improves upon these methods by incorporating
graph neural networks and using reinforcement learning to find
paths. A graph neural network can use neighborhood information
to enhance the semantic embeddings of entities and implements
a graph attention mechanism to bring memory into the reasoning
process.
HRL [20] is a hierarchical reinforcement learning framework
used to learn chains of reasoning that consists of a hierarchy
of two-level reinforcement learning policies to encode historical
knowledge and structured action space. HRL achieves state-ofthe-art results for multi-hop reasoning on knowledge graphs.
These multi-hop reasoning methods do not mine the knowledge graph itself. However, the paths in the knowledge graph
may be rich in prior knowledge, and how this knowledge can be
mined and exploited should be explored.

In this section, we describe our model in detail. We first
extract prior knowledge based on counterfactuals; then, we introduce the prior knowledge into the reinforcement learning-based
model to reason about the missing entity.
3.1. Problem definition
We first formally define the problem of knowledge graph
reasoning. Let E denote the set of entities and R denote the
set of relations. A knowledge graph G is a collection of triples,
G = {(h, r , t)} ⊆ E × R × E , where h, t ∈ E and r ∈ R.
A triple (h, r , t) indicates that head entity h and tail entity t
have relation r. Given an incomplete triple (hq , rq , ? ) as query,
knowledge graph reasoning aims to find the missing tail entity tq .
We add an inverse edge for each edge in the knowledge graph,
i.e., for edges (h, r , t), we add edges (t , r −1 , h).
Multi-hop reasoning aims to solve the query (hq , rq , ? ) by
finding paths in the knowledge graph. Only when considering
the relations on the paths can we denote the path as p =
{hq , r1 , r2 , . . . , rn , tq }. The semantics of the relation sequence are
assumed to be identical to the query relation rq . Thus, our goal is
to find a path that semantically equals rq .

2.3. Counterfactual
Counterfactuals represent what would have occurred under
different circumstances and typically focus on events that did
not occur or cannot occur, e.g., ‘‘if kangaroos had no tails, they
would topple over’’ [21,22] is a counterfactual statement that
makes an assumption of what would have happened if kangaroos
had no tails. By making assumptions about potential outcomes of
different alternatives, we can learn causal judgments, e.g., from
the previous counterfactual statement, we can learn that tails
help to prevent kangaroos from toppling over [22].
In recent years, research on the role of counterfactuals in
reasoning and causal discovery has received increasing attention. Some researchers argue that counterfactuals are the highest
level of causal knowledge in the causal inference ladder and
are the most powerful tool to achieve human-level machine
intelligence [23].
Existing research on counterfactuals has been widely and effectively applied from a variety of perspectives, including making
causal inferences based on counterfactuals [24], generating counterfactual samples [25], and using counterfactuals to enhance
interpretability [26]. However, counterfactuals have not been applied to knowledge graphs, so it remains to be explored what
discoveries counterfactuals can bring about knowledge graphs.
In this paper, we find that by constructing counterfactuals,
we can assign a weight for each relation to guide the reasoning
process. We introduce this knowledge as prior knowledge in the
reasoning process.

3.2. Prior knowledge extraction from counterfactuals
For a given query relation, we consider each relation as having
a different weight in the reasoning path. For example, for the
query relation ‘‘nationality’’, the relation ‘‘born in’’ is more important in the path than the relation ‘‘visit ’’; thus, we say ‘‘born
in’’ has a larger weight. The prior knowledge we want to extract
is the weight of each relation in the knowledge graph for every
query relation or which edge is most likely to be chosen to reach
the target entity under the query rq .
To achieve this goal, for triple (hq , rq , tq ), query relation rq , and
the path p between hq and tq , we ask a counterfactual question:
What happens to rq if one and only one relation on path p
changes?
For the example in Fig. 2, for query relation r0 , if only relation
r2 changes to relation r5 on the path and the query relation
corresponding to the path changes from r0 to r6 , we consider r2
to be important for relation r0 .
Therefore, we want to obtain path pairs that differ by only one
relation. By comparing these path pairs, we can obtain the importance of each relationship to the query relation. For each triple
(h, r , t) in the knowledge graph, we look for several paths between h and t, record these paths and compare them in pairs. For
each path pair, ‘‘(h, r , t) : r1 , r2 , . . . , rn , (h′ , r ′ , t ′ ) : r1′ , r2′ , . . . , rn′ ’’,
if the query relations r and r ′ are different, one and only one
3
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Fig. 3. The overall structure of our model. Prior knowledge is first mined from the knowledge graph. Then the agent starts from the head entity, chooses the next
action based on the prior knowledge and the neural network, and performs state transition based on the knowledge graph. Finally, the agent determines when to
end the reasoning based on reinforcement learning.

relation on the path is also different, say rj and rj′ , then the prior
knowledge statement ‘‘rj is important to r’’ is recorded for relation
r, and the prior knowledge statement ‘‘rj′ is important to r ′ " is
recorded for relation r ′ .
We maintain a frequency table f to count the number of
prior knowledge statements. Denote the number of times the
statement ‘‘ri is important to r’’ appear as f [r ][ri ]. Then, f is
normalized to obtain a prior knowledge dictionary ωR regarding
relations:

ωR [r ][ri ] = ∑

f [r ][ri ]

ri ∈R

f [r ][ri ]

,

3.3.1. Environment
The environment is defined as a partially observed Markov
decision process on a knowledge graph G . We describe the states
S , observations O, action space A, transition function σ , and
rewards R.
States. Since the agent finds the target entity by walking
through the knowledge graph based on the query, at each time
step t, the agent’s state should contain the following aspects:
the head entity hq in the query, which is the starting entity of
the reasoning path; the relationship rq in the query, which is the
relationship to be satisfied by the reasoning path; the tail entity
tq in the query, which is used to determine the accuracy of the
method; and the entity et representing where the agent is at time
step t, which is the starting point of the reasoning process at
time step t + 1. The overall state at time step t is defined as
st = (hq , rq , tq , et ), where st ∈ S and S is the state space.
Observations. For state st = (hq , rq , tq , et ), tq is unknown to
the agent. Due to the introduction of prior knowledge, at each
step, the agent can observe the weights of each edge available for
selection under the query relation rq to select the next edge based
on the weights. For query relation rq , the dictionary of the weights
of the outgoing edges at entity et is denoted as ωE [rq ]; then, the
observation at t is defined as ot = O(st = (hq , rq , tq , et )) =
(hq , rq , et , ωE [rq ]), where O is the observation function.
Actions. The action space includes all the edges that an entity
can choose while walking in the knowledge graph, i.e., all the
outgoing edges of the entity. The action space A at time step t
consists of all the relations and entities at time step t + 1; then,
At = {(rt +1 , et +1 )|(et , rt +1 , et +1 ) ∈ G }. Note that we add a selfloop edge for each entity. Selection of the self-loop edge indicates
the end of the reasoning, and the current entity the agent is at is
the chosen target entity.
Transition. After selecting an action, the agent moves from the
current entity to the entity pointed to by the action, and the query
remains unchanged. Therefore, the state transition function is
σ (St , At ) = σ ((hq , rq , tq , et ), (rt +1 , et +1 )) = (hq , rq , tq , et +1 ), where
(et , rt +1 , et +1 ) is the outgoing edge from et chosen by the agent.
Rewards. We set the rewards based on whether the target
entity chosen by the agent is the correct tail entity tq . If the
agent chooses the correct query target entity tq , the award is 1;
otherwise, it is 0. Denote the last time step as T ; then, R(ST ) =
I(eT = tq ).

(1)

where f denotes frequency and R is the set of relations. The
weight dictionary ωR is the extracted prior knowledge, which
indicates the weights of relations when finding a path. The larger
the weight is, the more important the relation is. We prefer edges
with a larger weight while reasoning.
Denote the prior knowledge dictionary of entities as ωE ,

{
}
ωE [r ][ei ] = ωR [r ][rj ]|(ei , rj , ek ) ∈ G , ek ∈ E ,

(2)

where ωE [r ][ei ] is the weights of edges outgoing from ei under
query relation r.
The structure of the prior knowledge extraction module is
shown in Fig. 2. Finding counterfactuals for a knowledge graph
is easy as the graph is already known. Additionally, compared to
previous knowledge graph reasoning models that require negative sampling, this knowledge extraction process relies entirely
on the known correct triples and does not require negative sampling. Thus, this step avoids the noise that can be introduced by
false negative samples. We present some examples of the weights
extracted by counterfactuals in Section 4.8.2.
3.3. Reinforcement learning formulation
We formulate the reinforcement learning framework in this
section. The main framework setting is the same as that of MINERVA [17], but we add prior knowledge to construct the proposed
model that combines prior knowledge and neural networks.
We frame the environment as a partially observed Markov decision process on a knowledge graph G . Given a query (hq , rq , ? ),
the agent starts from entity hq and finds the target tail entity tq by
transiting between different states. All the relations and entities
passed through constitute reasoning paths, and the semantics of
the paths should coincide with the semantics of query relation rq .
The overall structure of our model is shown in Fig. 3.

3.3.2. Policy network
The policy network π selects an action based on the extracted
prior knowledge and neural network. We set a threshold θ to
select the next action based on prior knowledge or the neural
4
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network’s outcome: prior knowledge is always preferred. When
the agent is at entity et at time step t, it can observe the weight
of each outgoing edge ωE [rq ][et ] under the current query relation.
We directly select the edge with the largest weight if its weight
max(ωE [rq ][et ]) is greater than the threshold θ ; otherwise, we
select the action according to the neural network.
When selecting the action based on a neural network, we first
compute a history embedding. History embedding ht encodes the
semantic embedding before time step t based on the path the
agent passes through. The path is a sequence of entities and relations, denoted as {hq , r1 , e1 , r2 , e2 , . . . , rt , et }. We consider this
sequence as a text sequence and use a long short-term memory
network (LSTM) [27] to encode the semantics of the history. Then,
the history embedding ht is calculated as:
ht = LSTM(ht −1 , [at −1 ; r q ; hq ; et ]),

Algorithm 1 Training Procedure
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Initialize θ
for episode ← 1 to N do
Create a path p
Initialize history embedding h0 ← 0
for j ← 1 to |p| do
Calculate
history
embedding
LSTM(ht −1 , [at −1 ; r q ; hq ; et ])
Obtain reward R(p)
∇ J ← − ∂θ∂ log µ(rt |rq , et , ht , hq )

ht

←

Update θ using ∇ J

Table 1
Statistics of datasets WN18RR, NELL-995, and FB15k-237.

(3)

where ht −1 is the previous history embedding, at −1 is the action
embedding in the previous step, r q is the embedding of the query
relation, hq is the embedding of the query head entity, et is the
embedding of the current entity, and [; ] is the concatenation
operation. The history representation ht at each time stamp t is
determined by the history embedding ht −1 at time t − 1, the
action a selected in the previous step, the query (hq , rq , ? ), and
the current entity et .
Then, the policy network concentrates on the history embedding ht , query head entity hq , query relation rq , current entity
et , and action at . We concatenate this information and insert
the concatenated embedding into a nonlinear MLP. The output
embedding of the MLP is then multiplied by action embedding
At , which is the stacked embedding of the outgoing edges. Then,
the policy is:

Dataset

|E |

|R|

#Training triples

#Test triples

WN18RR
NELL-995
FB15k-237

40,945
75,492
14,505

11
200
237

86,835
154,213
272,115

3134
3992
20,466

4. Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed approach. We perform link prediction on three large-scale
datasets, WN18RR, NELL-995, and FB15k-237, which results in
a broad improvement over the performance of existing multihop reasoning methods. To further investigate the impact of prior
knowledge derived from counterfactuals, we vary the threshold
to demonstrate the validity of the prior knowledge and find that
excessive or insufficient knowledge can degrade the model’s effectiveness. This finding is also illustrated by experiments varying
the length and quantity of knowledge in the search for paths. In
addition, we find that prior knowledge can make reasoning less
constrained by the length of paths.

µ(rt |rq , et , ht , hq )
{
ωE [rq ][et ] if max(ωE [rq ][et ]) ≥ θ
=
softmax(At (W 2 ReLU(W 1 [ht ; hq ; r q ; et ; at ]))) otherwise
(4)

4.1. Datasets

where W 1 and W 2 are weighting matrices, ReLU is the non-linear
activation function, and [; ] is the concatenation function.
Then, we choose the action based on policy µ:
at = Categorical(max(µ(rt |rq , et , ht , hq ))),

We use three widely adopted large datasets: WN18RR, NELL995, and FB15k-237.

(5)

• WN18RR [4] is a subset of the dataset WN18 [29] that was

where at is the corresponding relation with the largest possibility
of being selected.

extracted from WN18 to overcome the test leakage problem.
WN18 is derived from the large lexical knowledge graph
WordNet [30]. WN18RR includes semantic knowledge with
relationships such as hypernym, meronym, similar to, and so
on.
• NELL-995 [5] is a subset of the dataset Never-Ending Language Learning (NELL) [31] extracted from the 995th iteration of the NELL system and built specifically for multi-hop
reasoning. The dataset contains relationships from the domains of People, Sports, Film, Organization, etc. NELL-995 also
provides subsets of each relationship in which all triples
have the same relationship.
• FB15k-237 [4] is a subset of the dataset FB15k [12] that
was also extracted from FB15k to overcome the test leakage
problem. FB15k is from Freebase [32], which provides general facts about the world. FB15k-237 contains the largest
variety of relationships, and its domains include award, education, government, location, etc.

3.3.3. Training
In the training phase, we aim to find the optimal parameters
θ that maximize the expected reward J:
J(θ ) = E(e1 ,r ,e2 )∼D Ea1 ,a2 ,...,aT −1 ∼π [R(sT |hq , rq )],

(6)

where (e1 , r , e2 ) ∼ D is assumed to be the true underlying
distribution and sT is the tail entity chosen by the agent. We solve
this problem using the REINFORCE [18] algorithm with policy
gradient methods [28]. The gradient for the policy is calculated
as:

∂
∂ J(θ )
=
log µ(rt |rq , et , ht , hq ).
∂θ
∂θ

(7)

The training algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The weights
obtained from counterfactuals do not need to be trained; we train
only the reinforcement learning neural network.

Detailed statistics for these datasets are shown in Table 1.
5
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Table 2
Link prediction results (MAP) on different relations of the dataset NELL-995. We report the results of 10 subtasks in detail, as in previous work. The introduction of
prior knowledge leads to enhancements in MINERVA across nearly all relationships.
Tasks

TransE

TransR

PRA

DeepPath

MINERVA

AttnPath

HRL

Our model

athleteHomeStadium
athletePlaysForTeam
athletePlaysInLeague
athletePlaysSport
organizationHeadquarteredInCity
organizationHiredPerson
personBornInLocation
personLeadsOrganization
teamPlaysSport
worksFor

0.718
0.627
0.773
0.876
0.620
0.719
0.712
0.751
0.761
0.677

0.722
0.673
0.912
0.963
0.657
0.737
0.812
0.772
0.814
0.692

0.859
0.547
0.841
0.474
0.811
0.599
0.668
0.700
0.791
0.681

0.890
0.750
0.960
0.957
0.790
0.742
0.757
0.795
0.738
0.711

0.895
0.824
0.970
0.985
0.946
0.851
0.793
–
0.846
0.825

0.894
0.761
0.965
0.970
0.941
0.816
0.786
0.828
0.821
0.775

0.934
0.869
0.946
0.974
0.936
0.895
0.873
0.914
0.891
–

0.947
0.835
0.970
0.987
0.952
0.884
0.822
0.860
0.879
0.842

in the knowledge graph and are considered negative examples.
These triples are constructed by removing the tail entity from
each triple and replacing it with every other entity in entity set E .
For a query triple, all entities in E are ranked in descending order
according to the likelihood that they are the targets, and then the
rank of the true target entity is recorded.
Three metrics are used in the evaluation Hits@N, mean reciprocal rank (MRR), and mean average precision (MAP). Hits@N
indicates that the rank of the true target entity is within N. We
use Hits@1, Hits@3, and Hits@10 in this paper. MRR is the average
of the inverse of the ranks of true targets. A higher Hits@N, higher
MRR, and higher MAP indicate better performance.
The baselines used for different metrics vary. Hits@N and
MRR cannot be employed to evaluate models designed for fact
prediction, such as DeepPath. The baselines used for Hits@N
and MRR are embedding methods, NeuralLP, Path-Baseline, and
MINERVA. The baselines for MAP are embedding methods, PRA,
DeepPath, MINERVA, and AttnPath. The results for baselines are
taken directly from their original papers.

4.2. Baselines
We use two types of methods as baselines: embedding-based
methods and path-based multi-hop reasoning methods.

• Embedding-based methods, or representation learning
methods, are trained on individual triples and reason by
learning representation embeddings of entities and relations. We use several classic representation learning methods as baselines: ComplEx [14], ConvE [4], and DistMult [15].
• Path-based multi-hop reasoning methods are the main
methods used for comparison. Similar to our proposed approach, these methods find the target entity by looking
for paths in the knowledge graph. The multi-hop reasoning
baselines include PRA [16], DeepPath [5], MINERVA [17], and
AttnPath [19].
Our method, which combines prior knowledge derived from
counterfactuals, is based on MINERVA, so the effect of prior
knowledge is mainly considered in comparison with MINERVA.

4.5. Results
4.3. Implementation details
Table 2 shows the MAP scores for the different subtasks on
dataset NELL-995. Each subtask focuses on only one relationship.
The only difference between our approach and the baseline
MINERVA is the prior knowledge based on counterfactuals introduced in this paper, so the comparison with MINERVA demonstrates the role of prior knowledge. As seen from the table, our
method outperforms MINERVA in almost all subtasks, demonstrating the effectiveness of the extracted prior knowledge.
Baseline HRL is also based on MINERVA; it adds an additional reinforcement learning layer on top of MINERVA based on
semantic clustering. Our approach achieves competitive results
to HRL. Whereas HRL uses a two-layer neural network and is
pretrained with TransE, our approach is based on prior knowledge obtained from statistical information, showing that simple
statistical information can obtain comparable knowledge with a
neural network.
The results for MRR and Hits@N are shown in Table 3. The
results of NeuralLP are missing for NELL-995 because it cannot
be scaled to that size [17].
Our method outperforms the path-based methods. Compared
to the baseline MINERVA, which is not combined with prior
knowledge, our method achieves better metrics on all three
datasets. Thus, it can be argued that the prior knowledge learned
from the counterfactuals introduced valid knowledge into the
model.
For the embedding-based methods, the experimental results
depend on the dataset. On WN18RR, the path-based methods
generally outperform the embedding-based methods, and our
method achieves the best results. Thus, for WN18RR, the prior
knowledge in the knowledge graph contains considerable valid
information.

When extracting prior knowledge based on counterfactuals,
the length and number of paths used can affect the weights of
the relations, which further affects the model performance. We
set the length of the paths to be 3 and the number of paths to be
10.
In the training process, we select the optimal parameters for
each dataset, separately. We choose the optimal path length
from {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, the hidden layer embedding dimension from
{50, 100}, the embedding dimension of entities and relations
from {50, 100}, and the learning rate from {0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04,
0.05}, and the thresholds are chosen based on the weights of the
prior knowledge for each dataset.
The optimal configurations we use are essentially the same
as those of MINERVA. We set the optimal path length to 3,
both the representation embedding and hidden layer embedding
dimensions are 50, the learning rate is 0.05 for WN18RR and 0.02
for NELL-995 and FB15k-237, and we limit the number of training
epochs to 3000. For the evaluation on different subtasks of the
dataset NELL-995, we train them separately. On these subtasks,
the number of training epochs is limited to 300, and the optimal
learning rates are determined based on the training process of
each individual task.
4.4. Evaluation protocol
Link prediction is a widely used to assess knowledge graph
reasoning. Given an incomplete triple, the goal of link prediction
is to determine the entity that is missing from the triple. We
follow the evaluation protocol in [33]. For each triple, we construct several corresponding ‘‘corrupted’’ triples, which are not
6
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Table 3
Link prediction results (Hits@N & MRR) on datasets WN18RR, FB15k-237, and NELL-995.
Data

Metric

ComplEx

ConvE

DistMult

NeuralLP

Path-Baseline

MINERVA

HRL

Our model

WN18RR

Hits@1
Hits@3
Hits@10
MRR

0.382
0.433
0.480
0.415

0.403
0.452
0.519
0.438

0.410
0.441
0.475
0.433

0.376
0.468
0.657
0.463

0.017
0.025
0.046
0.027

0.413
0.456
0.513
0.448

0.453
0.483
0.516
0.481

0.440
0.485
0.542
0.474

FB15k-237

Hits@1
Hits@3
Hits@10
MRR

0.303
0.434
0.572
0.394

0.313
0.457
0.600
0.410

0.275
0.417
0.568
0.370

0.166
0.248
0.348
0.227

0.169
0.248
0.357
0.227

0.217
0.329
0.456
0.293

0.342
0.457
0.648
0.460

0.228
0.384
0.491
0.322

NELL-995

Hits@1
Hits@3
Hits@10
MRR

0.612
0.761
0.827
0.694

0.672
0.808
0.864
0.747

0.610
0.733
0.795
0.680

–
–
–
–

0.300
0.417
0.497
0.371

0.663
0.773
0.831
0.725

0.692
0.768
0.873
0.723

0.684
0.797
0.871
0.740

Table 4
Link prediction results (Hits@N & MRR) on NELL-995 under different policy
settings.

On NELL-995, the embedding-based and path-based methods
have similar performance. Baseline MINERVA outperforms some
embedding-based methods, such as ComplEx and DistMult, but it
is inferior to ConvE. Our method shows some improvement over
MINERVA and produces results competitive with those of ConvE.
For FB15k-237, the embedding-based approaches generally
outperform the path-based approaches because FB15k-237 is
very different from the other datasets. FB15k-237 has the highest
number of relation types and much fewer path patterns than
other datasets, making it difficult for path-based reasoning methods to learn path types that generalize. Thus, FB15k-237 is less
suitable for path-finding methods. This issue is addressed in detail
in [17]. However, as a path-finding model, HRL substantially
outperforms MINERVA and our model on FB15k-237, probably
because it introduces embeddings learned by embedding-based
models in addition to path-based ones, combining the advantages
of both types of models.

ri ∈R

exp (f [r ][ri ])

,

(8)

where the frequency f is fed into the softmax function. We refer
to this setting as ‘‘softmax’’. We train the model in this setting
and report the results in Table 4. Under this setting, the edges
with the maximum weight chosen at each step are the same as
those under the ‘‘direct’’ case, with the difference that the same
relations correspond to different weights.
The above two settings choose edges based on prior knowledge or reinforcement learning neural networks. We also consider another setting that combines these two types of knowledge
to jointly select edges at each step. In this setting, we add the
weights obtained from the prior knowledge and the weights
obtained from the neural network and then select the edges
based on the combined weights, in which case policy µ changes
from Eq. (4) to:

µ(rt |rq , et , ht , hq ) =softmax(ωE [rq ][et ])+

Direct

Softmax

Combined

0.663
0.773
0.831
0.725

0.684
0.797
0.871
0.740

0.679
0.789
0.863
0.735

0.675
0.792
0.869
0.733

4.6.2. Different threshold settings
In the experiments, we set a threshold θ to combine reinforcement learning and prior knowledge. An edge is chosen only when
its weight is greater than θ ; otherwise, the edge is selected based
on reinforcement learning. To investigate the effect of different
values of θ and to further verify the effect of prior knowledge,
we study cases with different values of θ . Since the maximum
weights of many different query relations in NELL are approximately 0.1, we choose several thresholds whose weights are no
larger than 0.1 for the experiments. We set θ as 0.01, 0.05, and
0.1, and we use the metrics Hits@1, Hits@3, Hits@10, and MRR
for the evaluation. The model performance is shown in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4, the solid blue line shows the model performance with
different values of θ , and the orange dashed line shows the baseline performance without binding prior knowledge. Prior knowledge does contain valuable information, and the more knowledge
we introduce, the greater the improvements achieved. However,
some prior knowledge with small weights can introduce noise
into the model. The model performance also shows that using
counterfactual samples to obtain prior knowledge of relation
weights is effective.
NELL contains multiple relationships, each corresponding to
a different range of weights. We further perform the same experiment on the subtasks. Fig. 5 shows experiments on four
subtasks: ‘‘agentBelongstoOrganization’’, ‘‘athleteHomeStadium’’,
‘‘athletePlaysinLeague’’, and ‘‘teamPlaysSport’’. The maximum
weights of subtasks are marked on the subtitles, e.g., the maximum weight of the prior knowledge of subtask
‘‘agentBelongstoOrganization’’ is 0.1. The performance on the first
3 subtasks is consistent with the conclusions based on NELL-995.
Comparison of the 4 subtasks shows the effect of prior knowledge
is related to the specific dataset, and the magnitude of the effect
varies on different datasets.

4.6.1. Different settings of weights and policies
In addition to the setting described in the previous section, we
considered two other settings that combine prior knowledge and
neural networks. In the model described previously, we directly
use the weights obtained from frequency, which we will refer to
as the ‘‘direct’’ setting.
We also consider the nonlinear form of weights by replacing Eq. (1) with.
exp (f [r ][ri ])

MINERVA

Hits@1
Hits@3
Hits@10
MRR

The link prediction results of different settings on NELL-995
are shown in Table 4. The three settings produced similar results,
which are all better than the reinforcement learning baseline
MINERVA. The direct setting is the simplest and achieved the best
results. The combined setting, though it achieved slightly worse
results, does not require the value of the threshold to be selected,
making it simpler to train.

4.6. Further analysis

ωR [r ][ri ] = ∑

Metric

(9)

softmax(At (W 2 ReLU(W 1 [ht ; hq ; r q ; et ; at ]))),

where W 1 and W 2 are weighting matrices, ReLU is the nonlinear
activation function, and [; ] is the concatenation function. This
setting is referred to as ‘‘combined’’.
7
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Fig. 4. The effect of different thresholds on the NELL-995 dataset. The solid blue line shows our model with prior knowledge, and the dashed orange line shows
MINERVA without prior knowledge. The figure illustrates the validity of prior knowledge.
Table 5
Examples of counterfactuals to extract prior knowledge. In each pair of paths, only one relation is different, and this relation is
considered to be more important when finding paths for the query relation.
personNationality: filmSubject → filmCountry
peopleLanguage: filmSubject → filmLanguage
filmCountry is important for personNationality
filmLanguage is important for peopleLanguage

Paths
1
Prior Knowledge

athleteHomeStadium: athletePlaysSportsTeamPosition →
sportHasSportsTeamPosition_inv → sportUsesStadium
athletePlaysforTeam: athletePlaysSportsTeamPosition →
sportHasSportsTeamPosition_inv → teamPlaysSport_inv
sportUsesStadium is important for athleteHomeStadium
teamPlaysSport_inv is important for athletePlaysforTeam

Paths
2
Prior Knowledge

3

athletePlaysSport: athletePlaysinLeague → teamPlaysinLeague_inv → teamPlaysSport
athletePlaysforTeam: athletePlaysinLeague → teamPlaysinLeague_inv
teamPlaysSport is important for athletePlaysSport

Paths
Prior Knowledge

4.6.3. Effect of the number of counterfactual paths
In the process of extracting prior knowledge based on counterfactuals, we need to find the paths between the head and tail
entities in the knowledge graph. The length and number of paths
affect the weights in the extracted prior knowledge. Therefore, in
this section, we investigate the effect of the number of paths on
the model performance.
We perform the link prediction task on NELL-995. While extracting prior knowledge, we fix the path length to 4 and the
threshold θ to 0.1. We set the number of paths to {3, 5, 10, 50}
and evaluate the performance using the metrics Hits@1, Hits@3,
Hits@10, and MRR. The number of prior knowledge statements
extracted is {402, 454, 508, 569}, and the results are shown in
Fig. 6.
In a certain range, the greater the number of counterfactuals,
the more prior knowledge statements there are, and the better
the model performs. When the number of paths is less than 10,
i.e., the amount of prior knowledge is less than 508, the improvement is obvious; however, as the amount of prior knowledge
increases, the model performance degrades. This may be due
partly to the introduction of noise and partly because low-quality
prior knowledge is less accurate than the neural network.

the quantity of prior knowledge and an obvious enhancement
in the model performance are observed. Then, the number of
prior knowledge statements tends to be steady, and the model
performance tends to be stable.

4.7. Advantages of prior knowledge
Introducing prior knowledge makes the model performance
less affected by the length of the reasoning path. We restrict the
length of the reasoning path to be no greater than {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}
and compare the performance of MINERVA and our method on
NELL-995. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8.
As seen in the figure, the effectiveness of our model compared
to MINERVA improves when the path length is longer, i.e., the
prior knowledge provides a greater more advantage when the
reasoning path length is longer. This finding is related to the
limitations of the reinforcement learning method, which relies
on hidden layer embeddings learned by LSTM and that can be
affected by length. In contrast, the prior knowledge we use is unaffected by the reasoning history and is related to only the query
and current entity, so the prior knowledge is more advantageous
when the reasoning path is longer.

4.6.4. Effect of the length of counterfactual paths
In this section, we explore the effect of the path length on
the model performance. We also use the dataset NELL-995 and
metrics Hits@1, Hits@3, Hits@10, and MRR. We fix the threshold
to 0.1 and the number of paths to 5. The length of the path
is set to {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and the corresponding amounts of prior
knowledge statements are {64, 265, 454, 489, 489}. The results
are shown in Fig. 7.
The number of extracted prior knowledge statements is affected more by the path length than the number of paths, and
when the path length is less than 4, a significant increase in

4.8. Case study
4.8.1. Case study on counterfactuals
We show some examples of counterfactuals constructed to
extract prior knowledge in Table 5. In the first two pairs, only
one relation differs between two paths. In the last pair, the
second path has one more relationship than the first path. These
examples are all cases of counterfactuals, based on which we
extract prior knowledge about the importance of relationships.
8
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Fig. 5. The effect of different thresholds on subtasks of NELL-995. The solid blue line shows our model with prior knowledge, and the dashed orange line shows
MINERVA without prior knowledge. This experiment further demonstrates the validity of prior knowledge and shows that prior knowledge has different effects on
different query relations.

Fig. 6. Influence of the number of paths used to extract prior knowledge on NELL-995. The model achieves the greatest improvement when the path number is
small; then, the performance tends to be steady.

4.8.2. Case study on prior knowledge
We present some examples of the extracted prior knowledge
in Table 6. Prior knowledge is found to be consistent with human
cognition. The closer the semantics of the relationship are to
the query relation, the more weight they have. Therefore, our
method of extracting prior knowledge based on counterfactuals
is valid. The reasoning paths obtained based on this knowledge
are simultaneously accurate and interpretable.

process in Table 7. We set the threshold to 0.1. There are three
outgoing edges in the knowledge graph from the head entity
‘‘athlete_matt_schaub’’, with relations‘‘athleteLeadsSportsteam’’,
‘‘athletePlaysforTeam’’, and ‘‘athletePlaysSport’’. According to our
extracted prior knowledge ω, the weights that correspond to the
edges are 0.053, 0.122, and 0.003. The highest weight of 0.122 is
greater than the threshold of 0.1, so we directly select the edge
‘‘athletePlaysforTeam’’ corresponding to the highest weight. The
state transition is performed according to the edge in the knowledge graph. The second step follows the same procedure. In the
third step, since the highest weight is less than the threshold, the
action is determined by reinforcement learning, which decides to

4.8.3. Case study on reasoning process
We take the query (athlete_matt_schaub,
athletePlaysinLeague, ?) as an example and show the reasoning
9
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Fig. 7. Influence of the length of paths used to extract prior knowledge on NELL-995. When the length increases from 2 to 3, the model performance improves
substantially; then, as the length increases further, the model performance remains basically unchanged.

Fig. 8. Performance of models with different path lengths. The solid blue line shows our model with prior knowledge, and the dashed orange line shows MINERVA
without prior knowledge. The improvement from prior knowledge is more obvious for longer paths. The performance when the path length is 7 with prior knowledge
is approximately equal to the performance when the path length is 5 without prior knowledge.

Table 6
Examples of the extracted prior knowledge. For each query relation, we show
the three relations with the highest weights. Queries ‘‘athletePlaysinLeague’’ and
‘‘organizationHiredPerson’’ are from NELL-995, and the query ‘‘tvProgramGenre’’
is from FB15k-237.
Query relation

Relation

Weight

athletePlaysinLeague

teamPlaysinLeague
personBelongstoOrganization
athletePlaysforTeam

0.193
0.133
0.122

organizationHiredPerson

worksfor_inv
personBelongstoOrganization_inv
organizationTerminatedPerson

0.193
0.107
0.061

tvProgramGenre

filmGenre
netflixGenre
filmSubject_inv

0.248
0.206
0.066

neural networks. Most existing knowledge graph reasoning algorithms ignore the prior knowledge of the knowledge graph itself
and lack deep mining of the knowledge graph. We found that by
constructing counterfactual paths and comparing the differences
between them and the paths constructed based on true triples,
we can obtain prior knowledge of the connections between relations. The experiments show that this prior knowledge can be an
effective guide in the reasoning process.
Specifically, we first construct counterfactuals and obtain prior
knowledge based on them; this prior knowledge is then introduced into a reinforcement-learning-based reasoning model.
Beginning from the head entity, the edges are preferentially selected according to the prior knowledge at each step, and the
neural network is used only when all the weights for the edges
are small. We conducted link-prediction experiments on three
large datasets to further investigate the effect of prior knowledge
on the model and demonstrate the validity of prior knowledge.
In addition, we find that the knowledge is more advantageous
when the reasoning path is longer; thus, the problem that the
performance of the reinforcement learning model is limited by
the path length can be partially overcome.
In the future, we plan to conduct in-depth research in the
following aspects:

terminate the reasoning process. Therefore, the current entity at
this step is the target entity derived from the reasoning process,
which is the correct result.
The reasoning process when the threshold is 0.09 is shown in
Table 8. Step 1 and step 2 are the same as in Table 7. In step 3,
since the maximum weight is greater than the threshold 0.09, the
relationship ‘‘subpartofOrganization’’ is selected. The next steps
are the same as before. In this case, the reasoning process yields
the incorrect result.
As demonstrated by this example, to some extent, valid reasoning can be achieved simply by relying on prior knowledge
obtained from counterfactuals. However, the prior knowledge introduced can sometimes become noise that leads to false results.
This phenomenon is consistent with the results in Figs. 4 and 5.

• The value of the threshold is crucial in our model. It affects
the effectiveness of the model. We search for the optimal
value manually in this paper: how to make the model learn
the optimal hyperparameters automatically awaits further
exploration.
• The prior knowledge currently used is based on statistical
information of counterfactual paths. Whether this information can be combined with semantic information requires
further exploration.
• During the reasoning process, the current approach uses
a greedy strategy to preferentially select the edge with
the largest weight in the prior knowledge; how to better

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new method for multi-hop reasoning on knowledge graphs that combines prior knowledge and
10
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Table 7
A reasoning example when the threshold is 0.1. In step 1 and step 2, the edge with the highest weight is directly selected. In step
3, the weights of the edges are all below the threshold, so the neural network is used. The reasoning ends at the correct entity.
Query: (athlete_matt_schaub, athletePlaysinLeague, ?)
Threshold: 1.0
Step
1

Answer: sportsleague_nfl

Current entity

Outgoing edges

Weight

Action

athlte_matt_schaub

athleteLeadsSportsteam
athletePlaysforTeam
athletePlaysSport

0.053
0.122
0.003

athletePlaysforTeam

0
0.002
0
0
0.193

teamPlaysinLeague

0.091
0
0
0

RL chooses to stop

athletePlaysforTeam

State transition: athlete_matt_schaub −−−−−−−−−−→ sportsteam_texans

2

coachesteam_inv
teamPlaysAgainstTeam_inv
agentParticipatedinEvent
organizationHiredPerson
teamPlaysinLeague

sportsteam_texans

teamPlaysinLeague

State transition: sportsteam_texans −−−−−−−−−→ sportsleague_nfl

3

subpartofOrganization_inv
coachesinLeague_inv
agentBelongstoOrganization_inv
subpartof_inv

sportsleague_nfl

Found answer: sportsleague_nfl

✔

Table 8
A reasoning example when the threshold is 0.09. The first two steps are identical to those in Table 7. In the third step, the highest
weight exceeds the threshold, so the corresponding edge is selected. This reasoning process ends at an incorrect answer.
Query: (athlete_matt_schaub, athletePlaysinLeague, ?)
Threshold: 0.9
Step

3

Answer: sportsleague_nfl

Current entity

Outgoing edges

Weight

Action

sportsleague_nfl

subpartofOrganization_inv
coachesinLeague_inv
agentBelongstoOrganization_inv
subpartof_inv

0.091
0
0
0

subpartofOrganization

0
0
0.005

RL chooses to stop

subpartofOrganization

State transition: sportsleague_nfl −−−−−−−−−−−→ sportsteam_arizona_cardinals
4

subpartofOrganization_inv
personBelongstoOrganization_inv
worksfor_inv

sportsteam_arizona_cardinals

Found answer: sportsteam_arizona_cardinals

✘

combine the prior knowledge with the policy network of
reinforcement learning is worth further research.
• Counterfactuals are widely used in other fields for causal
inference. Whether counterfactuals can be used to discover
possible causal relationships in knowledge graphs is a question worth investigating.
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